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In this paper, the e!ect of grazing}bias #ow interaction on the acoustic behavior of
a perforated plate is investigated. In the experiment, bias #ow into or out of ori"ces (in#ow
or out#ow) is used to change the acoustic impedance of the test perforated plates subjected
to grazing #ow, and the acoustic impedance is measured as a function of both grazing and
bias #ow speeds. A comparison is made between the present measured ori"ce acoustic
resistance and the previous results for steady state ori"ce resistance. Qualitatively, both
results show similar characteristics. It is shown that there is some di!erence between
grazing-in#ow and grazing-out#ow interactions. In the out#ow case, grazing #ow results in
the drop of the acoustic resistance below the non-grazing #ow value at high bias #ow speed,
whereas it generally has the e!ect of increasing the acoustic resistance in the in#ow case.
Furthermore, a simple grazing}bias #ow interaction model is set up in an attempt to explain
the observed phenomena. This model shows that the acoustic resistance of an ori"ce in
a thin plate is proportional to bias #ow Mach number, and is inverse to the square of the
e!ective discharge coe$cient which depends only on the ratio of bias #ow speed to grazing
#ow speed. Finally, based on the theoretical analysis and the experimental data, an empirical
equation is presented for the e!ective discharge coe$cient.

� 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. INTRODUCTION

An acoustic liner of perforated type is applied extensively to suppress noise and combustion
instabilities. In traditional applications an acoustic liner passively absorbs noise, thus its
performance is very sensitive to environments, such as noise frequency and mean #ow
conditions. In order to overcome this limitation, Dean and Tester [1] proposed a novel
concept of &&tunable'' acoustic liner. Recently, facing the pressing need for quiet aeroengines,
researchers have paid lot of attention on a kind of passive/active hybrid noise control
technique based on Dean and Tester's concept. In addition, more recent work [2, 3]
indicates that it is possible to use this type of tunable acoustic liner as casing treatment to
realize the active control of the cascade #utter.

In the applications mentioned above, the acoustic liner encounters two mean #ow
conditions. Grazing #ow over the surface of an acoustic liner would always be present.
There would also be bias #ow through the ori"ces for cooling purpose when an acoustic
liner is used to suppress combustion instabilities. In the Dean and Tester [1] concept, bias
#ow through the ori"ces is deliberately introduced, and the liner impedance is controlled by
varying bias #ow speed. In the situation of zero grazing #ow and normally incident sound,
the work of Hughes and Dowling [4], and Zhao and Sun [5] makes evident the high
performance of the tunable acoustic liner with bias #ow. Recently, more realistic
experiments in which this type of tunable acoustic liner is used in a #ow duct were carried
0022-460X/02/$35.00 � 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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out by Kwan et al. [6], and Cataldi et al. [7]. In reference [7], bias #ow into or out of a liner
(in#ow or out#ow) is used for controlling the liner impedance with grazing #ow being
present. Their experimental results show that the e!ectiveness of this type of tunable liner is
a!ected by not only the grazing #ow speed but also the bias #ow direction. Although the
underlying physics of these phenomena is still not very clear, it is reasonable to deduce that
the interaction of grazing #ow with bias #ow will a!ect the way in which bias #ow changes
the liner impedance, thereby resulting in the variation of the noise attenuation in the #ow
duct. As noted by Dean and Tester [1], the e!ect of grazing #ow on the duct-facing layer of
the acoustic liner is one of the major complications which exist in the application of the
proposed concept. Thus, a clear and detailed understanding of the e!ect of grazing}bias
#ow interaction is not only essential for the design of high-e$ciency acoustic liner for
suppressing combustion instabilities, but also a crucial step towards the practical
application of the passive/active hybrid noise control technique.

The mean #ow e!ects on the liner impedance have long attracted the attention of the
researchers. However, in most of the previous studies, the e!ects of the two mean #ow
conditions*grazing #ow and bias #ow are separately considered. On the one hand, grazing
#ow e!ect on the liner impedance has been studied in detail by Rice [8], Kompenhans and
Ronneberger [9],Walker and Charwat [10], Cummings [11], Howe et al. [12, 13], and Jing
et al. [14]; on the other hand, bias #ow e!ect has been investigated to some success by
Bechert [15], Ingard and Ising [16], Howe [17], Cummings and Eversman [18], Salikuddin
and Ahuja [19], Jing and Sun [20]. Lewis and Garrison [21] tried to incorporate both
grazing #ow and bias #ow e!ects into their empirical impedance model, but basically the
two e!ects are independently treated. It is obvious that what we are concerned with here is
how the interaction between grazing and bias #ow rather than each independently a!ects
the liner impedance. To the authors' knowledge, so far few e!orts have been made on this
problem. Rogers and Hersh [22] presented an investigation of the interaction between
grazing and ori"ce #ow, but only steady state ori"ce resistance is considered in their work.
It is believed that there is some connection between steady state and acoustic resistance of
an ori"ce. For instance, the non-linear acoustic resistance of an ori"ce at high SPL can be
well approximated by the steady state ori"ce resistance. However, when grazing #ow
interacts with bias #ow, it would be expected that a more complicated situation arises.
Detailed investigation is needed before concluding as to whether there is such an
equivalence relation or not in the case of grazing}bias #ow interaction.

This paper investigates the e!ect of grazing}bias #ow interaction on the liner acoustic
impedance. First, an experimental set-up is established to measure the acoustic impedance
of the test perforated plates subjected to both grazing and bias #ow. Bias #ow used for
adjusting the acoustic impedance of a test perforated plate is introduced in two di!erent
ways: in#ow and out#ow. Furthermore, a simple grazing}bias #ow interaction model is set
up in order to provide more insight into the experimental results. This model shows that the
acoustic resistance of an ori"ce in a thin plate is proportional to bias #ow Mach number,
and is inverse to the square of the e!ective discharge coe$cient which depends only on the
ratio of bias #ow speed to grazing #ow speed. Finally, on the basis of the experiment and the
theory an empirical equation is obtained for the e!ective discharge coe$cient.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND RELIABILITY TEST

2.1. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

In the present experiment, we use a two-microphone technique to measure the acoustic
impedance of a perforated plate subjected to both grazing #ow and bias #ow. The



Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental set-up. 1, wind tunnel; 2, test perforated plate; 3, Pitot-static tube; 4,
microphones; 5, impedance tube; 6, air inlets for bias #ow; 7, membrane; 8, loudspeaker. Arrows indicate the #ow
direction in the impedance tube.

Figure 2. Geometry of the test perforated plates of (a) circular ori"ces, (b) rectangular ori"ces; the ori"ces are
square-edged and the plate thickness is ¹. Arrows indicate the direction of grazing #ow.
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experimental set-up is illustrated in Figure 1. The impedance tube is made of a steel pipe
whose inner diameter is 35)0 mm. At one end of the impedance tube is the sound source,
which consists of a 50 W loudspeaker. The other end of the impedance tube with a test
perforated plate being mounted is exposed to the wind tunnel. The perforated plate is #ush
with the wall of the wind tunnel. Two B & K 4133 �

�
in microphones are installed #ush with

the inner surface of the impedance tube. Through an A/D coverter, the microphone signals
are input into a computer for processing. According to Johnston and Schmidt [23], the
acoustic impedance of a sample can be calculated from the amplitudes of and the phase
di!erence between the sound pressures measured by the two microphones.

Grazing #ow over the surface of a test perforated plate is introduced through
a square-section wind tunnel of internal width 120)0 mm. A Pitot-static tube 3)0 mm in



TABLE 1

Geometrical parameters of the test perforated plates

Number� R (¸�=) (mm) ¹ (mm) N D (mm) � (%)

1 3)5 0)5 1 * 4)00
2 3)5 2)0 1 * 4)00
3 1)5 2)0 4 14)0 2)94
4 12)0�1)0 3)0 2 12)0 2)50

�Ori"ces in perforated plates 1}3 are circular, and those in no. 4 are rectangular.
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diameter is used to measure the grazing #ow speed. Bias #ow through the test perforated
plate is supplied through the air inlets in the impedance tube at the end of the sound source.
A membrane is "xed at the connection of the impedance tube to the sound source in order
to prevent air leakage. Bias #ow is introduced in two di!erent ways*in#ow and out#ow. In
the in#ow case, the air#ow is sucked into the impedance tube through the perforated plate,
then is expelled into the air by a vacuum pump. In the out#ow case, the air#ow produced by
an air pump goes through the impedance tube and the perforated plate, then #ows into the
wind tunnel. The air#ow is metered by a rotameter, the average #ow velocity though the
ori"ces in the test perforated plate is calculated from the measured volume #ux.

As shown in Figure 2, the ori"ces in a test perforated plate are either circular or
rectangular. In the case of circular ones, the ori"ces are arranged in square arrays (a single
ori"ce is located in the center of the perforated plate). For rectangular ori"ces, the longer
side is arranged to be transverse to the grazing #ow direction. The geometrical parameters
of the four test perforated plates are shown in Table 1.

2.2. RELIABILITY TEST OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

In the experiment, the radiation resistance of the ori"ce, into the wind tunnel, is included
in the measured data. Cummings and Eversman [18] showed that, at low frequencies, the
normalized radiation resistance is equal to (kR)�/4. Under the present experimental
conditions, this part of resistance is in the order of 10�� or less, thus being of negligible
signi"cance in the total acoustic impedance.

When mean #ow is absent and the sound pressure level in the impedance tube is low, the
normalized speci"c acoustic reactance of a perforated plate of circular ori"ces is given by
the following equation [16]:

x"!

2�f
�c

(1)7R#¹)"C
�
f , (1)

i.e., the normalized speci"c acoustic reactance is proportional to sound frequency with the
coe$cient being equal to !2�(1)7R#¹ )/�c. In order to test the reliability of the present
experimental set-up, we "rst carry out an experiment in which the acoustic impedance of the
test perforated plates 1}3 is measured on the condition that mean #ow is absent and the
SPL is low. In Figure 3, the measured normalized speci"c acoustic reactance of the test
perforated plates 1}3 is plotted as a function of sound frequency. The linear variation of the
experimental data with sound frequency is clearly demonstrated in this "gure. The
proportional coe$cient C

�
can be obtained from the linear "t of the experimental data.



Figure 3. Measured normalized speci"c acoustic reactance x as a function of sound frequency f for perforated
plates 1}3 in conditions of low SPL and zero mean #ow; the= indicate the linear fits of the experimental data.

TABLE 2

Comparison of measured and calculated C
�
for test perforated plates 1}3 on the condition of

low SP¸ and zero mean -ow

Number C
�
(measured) C

�
(calculated) Err (%)

1 !0)00282 !0)00294 4)1
2 !0)00362 !0)00363 0)26
3 !0)00281 !0)00283 0)71
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In Table 2, the measured coe$cients are compared with the values calculated from equation
(1). From the comparison we can see that the errors are minor. This result of comparison
makes us con"dent in further carrying out the tests with mean #ow.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. THE CASE OF ZERO GRAZING FLOW OR ZERO BIAS FLOW

3.1.1. Zero grazing -ow case

When grazing #ow is zero, the e!ect of bias #ow on the acoustic impedance of an ori"ce
has been well studied in the previous work. Cummings and Eversman [18] employed
linearized Bernoulli equation to explain this bias #ow e!ect. According to reference [18],
the normalized speci"c acoustic resistance of a perforated plate is simply proportional to
the average bias #ow Mach number through the ori"ce as below:

r"
(1!��C�

�
)

�C�
M

�
. (2)
�



Figure 4. Normalized speci"c acoustic impedance z"r#ix as a function of bias #ow Mach number M
�
for

perforated plate 1 when grazing #ow is zero; f"500)0 Hz.
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Note that the acoustic resistance given by equation (2) is exactly twice as much as the steady
ori"ce #ow resistance rN "(1!��C�

�
)M

�
/2�C�

�
that is obtained from the whole Bernoulli

equation. It is well known that the non-linear acoustic resistance of an ori"ce at high SPL
can be calculated from the steady state resistance to a good approximation. However, in the
presence of mean bias #ow through the ori"ce, it is invalid to equate the acoustic resistance
to the steady state resistance; and the above analysis indicates that the acoustic resistance is
twice as much as the steady #ow value.

Figure 4 gives the present experimental data, the calculations of equation (2) and the
theoretical results of Howe [17] for perforated plate 1. The vena contracta coe$cient is
taken to be 0)7 that is close to the ideal #ow value of 0)61. The minor di!erence between the
two values may be due to the small round-o! of the ori"ce edge which cannot be avoided in
the making process of the test perforates. We can see from Figure 4 that the agreement
between the experimental and theoretical results is good for the acoustic resistance. As for
the acoustic reactance, the absolute value of the experimental data decreases faster than
Howe's theoretical results. This over decrease of the reactance may result from the loss of
the thickness term at high bias #ow speed according to Jing and Sun [20]. In Figure 4, the
out#ow and in#ow experimental results for the resistance are in reasonable agreement, but
there is some di!erence between them at a comparatively high grazing #ow speed. The
asymmetry of the experimental con"guration and the di!erence of the round-o! radius of
the two ori"ce edges may account for the non-coincidence between the out#ow and in#ow
experimental data.

3.1.2. Zero bias -ow case

When bias #ow is zero, the grazing #ow e!ect has also received much attention in the
previous studies. In Figure 5, the present experiment is compared with the quasi-steady
model of Rice [8], the linearized potential #ow model of Jing et al. [14], and the empirical
equation of Lewis and Garrison [21]. Figure 5 shows that the acoustic resistance increases



Figure 5. Normalized speci"c acoustic impedance z"r#ix as a function of grazing #owMach numberM
�
for

perforated plate 1 when bias #ow is zero; f"500)0 Hz.
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linearly with the increase of grazing #ow speed. The proportional coe$cient is
approximately equal to 0)5/� according to Rice [8] and Jing et al. [14], and 0)33/�
according to Lewis and Garrison [21]. Generally, good agreement is obtained between the
present experiment and the previous theories for the acoustic resistance. With respect to the
reactance, as grazing #ow speed increases, its absolute value decreases and tends to be
constant at high grazing #ow speed. The decrease of the reactance at high grazing #ow
speed is well predicted by the empirical model of Lewis and Garrison [21].

3.2. GRAZING-INFLOW INTERACTION

In the present experiment, bias #ow is produced in two di!erent ways: in#ow and
out#ow. The results of the grazing-in#ow interaction are presented in Figures 6}9. These
"gures show that, in the in#ow case, both grazing #ow and bias #ow have the same e!ect of
increasing the acoustic resistance. It is also seen that grazing #ow only has marked in#uence
at very low bias #ow speed, and the e!ect of bias #ow dominates at a comparatively high
bias #ow speed. We perform a simple analysis for the data points in Figures 6}9 that satisfy
the condition of M

�
"0)174 and M

�
'0)1, in which the value of �r!r

�
�/r

�
is calculated,

where r
�
is the corresponding non-grazing #ow acoustic resistance. The calculated value is

about 10% for perforated plate 1, 4% for no. 2, 8% for no. 3 and 10% for no. 4 respectively.
Thus, when M

�
'0)1, the change of the acoustic resistance due to grazing #ow e!ect is

small although the grazing #ow speed is much higher than the bias #ow speed. Lewis and
Garrison [21] have come to the same conclusion that the parallel #ow had a negligible
e!ect on the acoustics of a liner if the through #ow Mach number is '0)1, but whether the
through #ow is into or out of the liner is not clearly given in reference [21]. Compared with
the acoustic resistance, the variation of the acoustic reactance is somewhat irregular.
Generally, the absolute value of the acoustic reactance decreases with increase in either
grazing #ow speed or bias #ow speed. In some situations, the acoustic reactance even has
positive values at high bias #ow speed.



Figure 6. Normalized speci"c acoustic impedance z"r#ix as a function of bias #ow (in#ow) Mach number
M

�
at di!erent grazing #ow speeds for perforated plate 1; f"500)0 Hz.

Figure 7. Normalized speci"c acoustic impedance z"r#ix as a function of bias #ow (in#ow) Mach number
M

�
at di!erent grazing #ow speeds for perforated plate 2; f"500)0 Hz.
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The thickness}diameter (width) ratio of the test perforated plates varies from 0)07 to 3)0,
but no marked in#uence of the plate thickness is found from the comparisons of
Figures 6}9.

3.3. GRAZING}OUTFLOW INTERACTION

The results of the grazing-out#ow interaction are presented in Figures 10}13. It is
obvious that the out#ow experimental results are di!erent from those of the in#ow case.



Figure 8. Normalized speci"c acoustic impedance z"r#ix as a function of bias #ow (in#ow) Mach number
M

�
at di!erent grazing #ow speeds for perforated plate 3; f"500)0 Hz.

Figure 9. Normalized speci"c acoustic impedance z"r#ix as a function of bias #ow (in#ow) Mach number
M

�
at di!erent grazing #ow speeds for perforated plate 4; f"250)0 Hz.
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One common characteristic of these "gures is that, with the increase of grazing #ow speed,
the acoustic resistance increase at a very low bias #ow speed, but gradually drops from the
non-grazing #ow value at a comparatively high bias #ow speed. Take Figure 10 for
example. As the grazing #ow Mach number increases from zero to 0)087 and 0)174, the
acoustic resistance increases from 0)25 (non-grazing #ow value) to 0)98 and 1)94 at zero bias
#ow, but it drops from 5)56 (non-grazing #ow value) to 4)99 and 4)32 when bias #ow Mach
number is 0)105. We call the latter phenomenon &&negative grazing #ow e!ect''. Similar to



Figure 10. Normalized speci"c acoustic impedance z"r#ix as a function of bias #ow (out#ow)Mach number
M

�
at di!erent grazing #ow speeds for perforated plate 1; f"500)0 Hz.

Figure 11. Normalized speci"c acoustic impedance z"r#ix as a function of bias #ow (out#ow)Mach number
M

�
at di!erent grazing #ow speeds for perforated plate 2; f"500)0 Hz.
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the case of in#ow, the variation of the acoustic reactance is somewhat irregular compared
with the acoustic resistance. Generally, the absolute value of the acoustic reactance
decreases with an increase in either grazing or bias #ow speed when the mean #ow speed is
low. At comparatively high mean #ow speed, the acoustic reactance is not markedly a!ected
by both grazing and bias #ow, and gradually tends to a constant value.

It is found that the plate thickness has an e!ect in the grazing-out#ow case. The
comparison of Figures 10}13 indicates that, as the thickness}diameter (width) ratio



Figure 12. Normalized speci"c acoustic impedance z"r#ix as a function of bias #ow (out#ow)Mach number
M

�
at di!erent grazing #ow speeds for perforated plate 3; f"500)0 Hz.

Figure 13. Normalized speci"c acoustic impedance z"r#ix as a function of bias #ow (out#ow)Mach number
M

�
at di!erent grazing #ow speeds for perforated plate 4; f"200)0 Hz.
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increases, the so-called &&negative grazing #ow e!ect'' is gradually reduced. Among the four
test perforated plates, the thickness}width ratio of perforated plate 4 is the largest, and the
&&negative grazing #ow e!ect'' is almost negligible in Figure 13. Note that the ori"ce in
perforate plate 4 is rectangular, thus the ori"ce shape might also be one of the in#uential
factors.

From the above analysis, we can see that, in both the in#ow and out#ow cases, the
acoustic impedance of a perforated plate depends on the interaction of the two mean #ow
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conditions rather than a simple summation of the grazing and bias #ow e!ects. Due to
grazing #ow e!ect, the acoustic resistance increases slowly with an increase in bias #ow
speed at high grazing #ow speed. Among all the tests carried out, in the case of perforated
plate 4 with out#ow being present, grazing #ow has the least in#uence on the way that bias
#ow changes the ori"ce impedance. Rogers and Hersh [22] have presented an investigation
of the interaction between grazing and ori"ce #ow with emphasis on the steady state
resistance. The present measured ori"ce acoustic resistance is compared with the steady
state ori"ce resistance of reference [22], and we "nd that both kinds of resistance show
similar characteristics, such as the di!erence between grazing-in#ow and grazing-out#ow
interactions, and the so-called &&negative grazing #ow e!ect'' in the out#ow case.

4. GRAZING}BIAS FLOW INTERACTION MODEL AND DATA CORRELATION

4.1. GRAZING}BIAS FLOW INTERACTION MODEL

A simple #uid dynamic model of the grazing}bias #ow interaction is set up in order to
provide more insight into the above experimental results. The quasi-steady assumption has
been employed in this model, and also a hypothesis is made that the #uctuating velocity due
to the sound excitation is far smaller than the mean #ow velocity. The previous #ow
visualization experiments [22, 24] demonstrated that, in the out#ow case the ori"ce #ow
was de#ected downstream while grazing #ow was de#ected upward, and in the in#ow case
the #ow was drawn into the ori"ce at a downstream slope; in both cases the ori"ce jet was
characterized by the minimum e!ective #ow area as shown in Figure 14. At this neck of the
ori"ce jet, the #ow velocity is almost uniformly distributed and the #ow pressure is equal to
that of the ambient air. By applying the linearized Bernoulli equation between the ori"ce jet
neck and the far distance into the other side of the ori"ce plate, the #uctuating pressure
di!erence across the ori"ce can be approximately written as below:

�p"�;
�
u
�
. (3)

The e!ective discharge coe$cient is given as follows:

C
�
"

;
�
;

�

"

u
�

u
�

. (4)

On the quasi-steady assumption, the normalized speci"c acoustic resistance of a perforated
plate is de"ned by

r"
�p

�cu
. (5)

Substituting equations (3) and (4) and the mass continuity relation u"�u
�
into equation

(5), we obtain the following equation:

r"
M

�
�C�

�

. (6)

Note that equation (6) di!ers from that for the steady state ori"ce resistance in reference
[22] by a factor of 2. Next, we will try to "nd the relation between the e!ective discharge
coe$cient and the mean #ow speeds. As shown in Figure 14(a), it is reasonable to express
the velocity ;M

�
as the sum of two vectors which are not necessarily normal to each other,

and are correspondingly proportional to ;
�

and ;
�

in magnitude. Therefore, ;
�

is



Figure 14. Schematic of grazing}bias #ow interaction model: (a) Out#ow; (b) in#ow.
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generally related to ;
�
and ;

�
as follows:

;
�
"�k

�
;�

�
#k

�
;

�
;

�
#k

�
;�

�
. (7)

From equations (4) and (7), we can obtain

C
�
"

1

�k
�
#k

�
/j#k

�
/��

. (8)

The proportionality factors k
�
, k

�
and k

�
in equations (7) and (8) will be determined in the

next subsection.

4.2. DATA CORRELATION

Equation (8) indicates that the e!ective discharge coe$cient depends only on the ratio of
the bias #ow speed to grazing #ow speed. By the use of equation (6), the e!ective discharge
coe$cient can be obtained from the measured acoustic resistance. In Figure 15, C

�
is

plotted against M
�
/M

�
. The di!erence between the out#ow and in#ow data of the acoustic

resistance suggests that C
�
should be individually correlated for the two cases. We can see



Figure 15. E!ective discharge coe$cient as a function of the ratio of bias #ow Mach number to grazing #ow
Mach number, the ** curves are calculated from equations (8) and (9): (a) Out#ow; (b) in#ow.
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from Figure 15 that, generally a good correlation of the data is obtained for out#ow
whereas there is much scattering in the data for in#ow. According to Rogers and Hersh
[22], for the steady-state ori"ce resistance the plate thickness has a far greater e!ect on the
data correlation in the in#ow case than in the out#ow case. Taking advantage of the close
connection between the steady state and acoustic resistance, we think that the in#uence of
plate thickness may account for the data scattering in Figure 15(b). It can be noted that the
thickness}diameter (width) ratios of perforated plates 3 and 4 is much larger than those of
no. 1 and no. 2, so the data for perforated plates 3 and 4 is not correlated well with those of
no. 1 and no. 2 in Figure 15(b). Besides, di!erent from nos. 1}3, the perforated plate 4 has
rectangular ori"ces of large length}width ratio; so the ori"ce shape may also in#uence the
data correlation for the e!ective discharge coe$cient.

The plate thickness e!ect has not been incorporated into the grazing}bias #ow
interaction model. Therefore, in Figure 15 equation (8) is "tted to the data for perforated
plates 1 and 2 whose thickness}diameter ratios have small values of 0)07 and 0)29
respectively. Then, the following empirical values for the proportionality factors in equation
(8) are obtained:

k
�
"2)10, k

�
"!0)332, k

�
"0)0556 (for outflow),

k
�
"1)72, k

�
"#0)138, k

�
"0)0127 (for inflow). (9)

As shown in Figure 15, the out#ow C
�
curve "rst increases markedly, reaches its maximum

value whenM
�
/M

�
is about 0)3, and then decreases slightly with the increase of M

�
/M

�
; in
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contrast, the in#ow C
�
curve always increases with increasing M

�
/M

�
. It is found that the

change tendency of the C
�
curves in Figure 15 is quite similar to that for the steady state

ori"ce resistance given by Rogers and Hersh [22]. Evidently, the decrease of the out#owC
�

when M
�
/M

�
'0)3 corresponds to the drop of the acoustic resistance below the

non-grazing #ow value when high-speed out#ow interacts with grazing #ow.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the acoustic behavior of a perforated plate subjected to grazing}bias #ow
interaction is investigated. It is concluded that:

(1) Grazing-in#ow and grazing-out#ow interactions have di!erent e!ects on the ori"ce
acoustic resistance. In the out#ow case, grazing #ow results in the drop of the acoustic
resistance below the non-grazing #ow value at a comparatively high bias #ow speed,
whereas it generally has the e!ect of increasing the acoustic resistance in the in#ow case.

(2) Compared with the acoustic resistance, the variation of the acoustic reactance is
somewhat irregular. Generally, the absolute value of the acoustic reactance decreases with
the increase of either grazing or bias #ow speed when mean #ow speed is low. At
a comparatively high mean #ow speed, the acoustic reactance is not markedly a!ected by
both grazing and bias #ow, and gradually tends to a constant value.

(3) Due to grazing #ow e!ect, the acoustic resistance of an ori"ce increases slowly with the
increase of bias #ow speed, but the acoustic resistance is dominated by the bias #ow e!ect
when bias #ow speed is comparatively high. In the in#ow case, when bias #ow Mach
number is '0)1, grazing #ow e!ect is almost negligible. Among all the tests carried out, in
the case of rectangular ori"ce of large thickness}width ratio with out#ow being present,
grazing #ow has the least in#uence on the way bias #ow changes the acoustic impedance.

(4) A simple grazing}bias #ow interaction model is set up to explain the observed
phenomena. This model shows that the acoustic resistance of an ori"ce in a thin plate is
proportional to bias #ow Mach number, and is inverse to the square of the e!ective
discharge coe$cient C

�
which can be expressed as follows:

C
�
"

1

�k
�
#k

�
/�#k

�
/��

,

where � is the ratio of bias #ow speed to grazing #ow speed. It is found that the above
equation "ts well with the experimental data when the proportionality factors k

�
, k

�
and k

�
have the empirical values of 2)10, !0)332 and 0)0566 for out#ow or 1)72, 0)138 and 0)0127
for in#ow respectively.
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APPENDIX A: NOMENCLATURE

c sound speed
C

�
e!ective discharge coe$cient

C
�

!2� (1)7R#¹)/�c
C

�
vena contracta coe$cient

D spacing between ori"ces
f sound frequency
i �!1
k sound wave number
¸ length of a rectangular ori"ce
M

�
average bias #ow Mach number through an ori"ce, ;

�
/c
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M
�

grazing #ow Mach number over a perforated plate, ;
�
/c

N number of ori"ces in a perforated plate
�p #uctuating pressure di!erence across an ori"ce
r normalized acoustic resistance of a perforated plate by �c
rN normalized steady state resistance of an ori"ce plate by �c
R ori"ce radius
¹ plate thickness
u normal #uctuating velocity on the surface of a perforated plate
u
�

average #uctuating velocity through an ori"ce
u
�

#uctuating velocity on the ori"ce e!ective area
;

�
mean #ow velocity on the ori"ce e!ective area

;
�

average bias #ow speed through an ori"ce
;

�
grazing #ow speed over a perforated plate

= width of a rectangular ori"ce
x normalized acoustic reactance of a perforated plate by �c
z normalized speci"c acoustic impedance of a perforated plate by �c, r#ix
� ratio of bias #ow speed to grazing #ow speed, M

�
/M

�� air density
� open area ratio
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